T 'H IS M O N T H ’S unemployment
figures rose by 25,000 to 929,121,
which is the highest for any month
since the war. while the num ber of
vacancies advertised has fallen by
5,000 in a month to 118,000.
The Secretary for Employment,
Mr. Carr, has said that the situation
is ‘disappointing and very serious’.
However. Mr. Davies, the Secretary
for T rade and Industrv and form er
head of the CBI. the em ployers’
national organisation, spoke the
language of m anagem ent when he
said th at ‘over many years now our
em ploym ent figures have covered
up a situation of too much m an
power achieving too little output’.
T his is the prime concern of all
employers. They try to achieve
maxim um production with the m ini
mum of labour and in order to
protect jobs working people have
fought this maxim.
Increasing unem ploym ent has been
a p art of the Tory G overnm ent’s
econom ic policy. In the past this
spectre has dam pened down the
m ilitancy of workers, but it has not
been successful this time for wage
increases are still averaging above
10 .. O f course prices are also ris
ing and. despite all the remedies put
*

forward, the Government has an
inflationary situation on its hands.
The hard economic facts of capi
talism are that there must be growth
and expansion, but the Government
fears that to encourage this at the
moment would only aggravate the
inflationary situation. As a m anu
facturing country, Britain has to
compete and keep costs to a mini
mum. While employers are turning
more and more of their employees
out on to the stones, the balance of
payments is reaching an oil-time
record.
A healthy balance of payments
is of little use to people without a
job and it is not much compensation
for the sweat and toil given for a
pay packet. This situation is not
peculiar to this country. In G er
many sacked workers have taken
over their factory, as have workers
at Plessey in Scotland (sec accounts
in this issue), while Pirelli in Italy,
following their link-up with Dunlop,
have announced redundancies.
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SIGH O F R E L IE F
Such advice is akin to suggesting
that the victim helps the hangman
place the noose around his own
neck. The meeting arranged by the
left-w inger’ Dan McGarvcy. joint
President of the Confederation of
Shipbuilding and E n g i n e e r i n g

In Scotland the Government seems
determ ined to slaughter the ship
yards of the UCS. Their present
proposal of forming a new company

production of newspapers. The next step
would surely have been to challenge the
content of the papers with the workers
themselves deciding what was going to
be printed. But all that meant a down
right challenge to the sacred rights of
private property and clearly not many
of the thousands of newspaper workers
were prepared for that. So the light
of Clydeside which had momentarily pen
etrated the murky corruption of Fleet
Street faded and then went out altogether.
The Press Lords remained in control and
the pnntworkers resumed their customary
role of wage slaves—printing when and
what they are told to print, and not
printing when Lord Thomson and Rupert
Murdoch say ‘Stop’!
Having proved that important point,
the owners—aided by the ubiquitous
Victor Feather—arranged m e e t i n g s
with the Union leaders and eventually
conceded the NGA’s precious ‘differ
ential’. The other unions got a bit more
cash as well so everyone is happy
—until the next time. The Sun, the
Mirror, the Express and the Mail can
continue to pour out their well-produced
filth and rubbish.
The Times, the
Guardian and the Telegraph can continue
to twist the news to suit the system
they represent—and the printers can carry
on drawing their good wage packets.
The only people to emerge from this
whole episode with any credit were those
journalists who risked their jobs to prove
that a newspaper can be produced with
out profit-making owners. To them our
sincere congratulations. May their ex
ample be followed when the next show
down takes place in the nasty world of
mass circulation newspapers,*
A Sogat M f.mbfr.

Unions, between them and the new
Board of Directors should be seen
in this light. T rade Union leaders
arc very adept at negotiating away
the jobs of their members, but are
very reluctant to vacate their own
lucrative positions. The Government
and this new Board, together with
its Chairm an, Mr. Stcnhousc, who
holds 46 other directorships, but
recently gave up his treasurership of
the Scottish Unionist Party, must be
breathing a sigh of relief. At last
they can start negotiating and face
up to the hard economic realities.
However the reality is even harder
for those put out of work and their
families. People don’t want to have
to move to find work and should
not need to, but whole communities
are threatened by the shipyard
closures and their effect on the ser
vicing industries.
Faced with the sack and closure

there is only one alternative left with
which to fight. This is occupation
and take-over. It has been pointed
out in these columns before that a
great opportunity to prove this real
revolutionary alternative has been
lost on Clydeside. The present workin is but a stop-gap It is a tactic
of the Com m unist Party for a revo
lutionary dem and might upset their
apple cart as well as that of the
em ployers and the Governm ent.
The increasing rationalisation in
capitalist pnxiuction m ethods will
mean more unem ploym ent. E x p an d 
ing services and industries will not
create enough jobs and the only
alternative for workers is occupation
and take-over of their workplaces.
The present slogan of ‘The R ight to
W ork’ belongs to the wage slaves
and should be replaced by ‘O ccupa
tion and Take-O ver’.
PX

tag again!
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No UCS
in Fleet Street
UST FOR A MOMENT during the
recent lock-out of newspaper workers
in London and Manchester it looked a*
though the spirit which has animated
Clydeside shipyard workers and engineers
these last few months would find
an echo in the printing unions
The newspaper owners decided to sack
all members of the National Graphical
Association—the compositors, the proof
readers, the machine minders—in retali
ation for the slight lots of production
caused by NGA chapels meeting in
working hours to discuss their wage
claim. Faced with this brutal assertion
of property rights, the general secretary
of the NGA announced that his members
would continue to work and would
get the paper ready for the presses if the
journalists would prepare the copy.
A few journalists rose to the occasion
and, on the Sun at least, they got a
paper ready despite the ban imposed
by the owners on all journalistic work.
The NGA members duly set the paper
and got it ready for printing but when
rt reached the presses the NATSOPA
members wouldn't print i t
Whether
they had been told by their officials
not to print, or whether they wouldn’t
do it anyway, is hard to ascertain—
even for someone like myself who works
in Fleet Street
The place is full of
rumours but hard facts are difficult to
come by. NATSOPA’s miserable show
ing was probably ^ a combination of
official union discouragement and fear
on the part of the members themselves.
To have defied the lock-out and printed
a paper would have had enormous re
percussions everywhere
The owners
would have been shown for what they
ITy arc—absolutely irrelevant to the

to keep the Govan and Linthousc
yards working will mean the sacking
of 6.000 men and there are no plans
to employ these people. The ‘four
wise men’ did not make any sugges
tions cither when they recommended
the closing of Scotstoun and Clyde
bank and reduce the labour force
at the two other yards. Lord
Robcns, one of the ‘wise men’,
glibly suggested that the unemployed
should seek work in other industries
in the area or move and that it was
better to co-operate with the Board
of the new company.

A FTER THE INDISCRIMINATE use

possibility of producing a smaller gren
ade for use in confined areas. This is
long overdue. The infamous French CRS
riot police would have to fire 120 of
their CS gas cartridges to achieve the
same concentration as three British Army
CS grenades.
The long-term effects of CS gas are
unknown. Lung cancer is a distinct
possibility as a long-term effect of expo
sure to CS. On this point the committee
has chosen to await the completion of
‘survival experiments on animals still in
progress'.

A few months ago Prof. Paton gave us
the results of his research into cannabis.
After injecting mice with 150 times the
normal dose of pot he happily announced
that ‘pot is lethal’. Fortunately no
scientific journal would risk its reput
ation in publishing such ‘research’. The
Himsworth Report on CS gas is equally
as corrupt. However, it is a Government
report and cannot be filed away. Wc can
do little more than let them know that
we know they are lying again.

*** of CS gas in Ulster two years ago,
the Government set up a committee of
enquiry' under Sir Harold Hitnsworth to
investigate the properties of CS. That
committee has just reported ami given
CS gas a clean bill of health.
CS gas is a chemical known as
O-chlorobenzalmaiononitrile and is a direct
replacement for CN gas, usually known
as simply ‘tear gas*. Tear gas incapaci
tates at 3 mg m1 (milligrammes per cubic
metre of air). CS incapacitates at any
thing from 1 to 6 mg m3. This is why
L arry.
CS is so unreliable. In a normal concen
tration some victims would be uncon
scious while others could still walk freely
with only a handkerchief over their face.
In the face of overwhelming evidence
of victims who have been gassed uncon
scious the committee has stated, ‘there is
no evidence of people being incapable
goes, is completely useless. This is an
of moving to a clearer area away from Mezzazine Secret.
For Your Eyes Only.
obvious waste of manpower. W e have
the gas’.
examined many of the ’rejects’ and feel
The committee reported that a lethal Read and Destroy.
that they still have many years of
dose is several times the incapacitating
The practice of ex
We have been asked by our clients, work in them.
dose. This is true and the Americans
have fixed the fatal concentration at who. as ever, wish to remain anonymous, changing redundant ‘agents' with rival
30 mg/m3. This was the concentration to make a study report upon the workings firms, whilst commendable on purely
that killed Cpt. R. Bowtell in 1966. of their organization which, with the humanitarian grounds or for pension pur
However the fact is often omitted that characteristic inefficiency which marks all poses, is not in line with normal business
Cpt. Bowtcll was wearing a gas mask at their operations, is known by a variety practice.
We do not feci that the agent Bond
the time. As the incapacitating concen of names; and sometimes by no name
put forward for our study is a typical
tration is spread over a wide range, it is at all.
The ostensible purpose of the enterprise operative. Nevertheless with his workfair to assume that the lethal concen
is to gather information from various practices and luxurious overheads it is
tration is equally vague.
The former director of the Canadian sources, information likely to he of use obvious w'hy the business (the parent
medical service in Vietnam reported 10% to our clients. This is transmitted to company, that is) is not paying its way.
adult and 90% infant fatality from them by various inconvenient methods, As w'as said by Mr. Davies, production
patients treated after being gassed by by microfilms, radio transmitters of poor is the prime necessity and Mr. Bondfs
CS. Following this, the committee re quality, passing of messages from hand technique seems largely o f a destructive
ported, ‘There is no evidence to suggest to hand, or by means of intermediary nature.
Apart from the fact that agents com 
that the young or elderly arc especially agencies such as hollow tree trunks
or under stones. These methods should plain their material is hardly ever used
susceptible’.
The claim that CS gas can produce have been rationalized many years ago (agents Cicero and Sorgc for example)
cyanide in the body, leading to brain and the consequent decoding with its Whilst mentioning Sorge, we can onl
damage, was dismissed by the committee attendant delays and the high cost (and comment in passing on what migl,
as ‘irrelevant*. According to their evi perils to personnel eyesight) of micro- he called ‘double-shift’ working; we shal
have more to say o f this later. M u d
dence ‘these effects could only arise if films needs to be reviewed.
Recruitment o f personnel is obviously of the product is trivial and unlikely to
CS was injected into the blood stream’.
This is a most dishonest use of words. haphazard and is quite often not based be o f any use to our clients. N everthe
The CS would, it is true, have to enter upon abilities but upon factors which less employees are retained beyond their
the blood stream—but it can enter with have little connection with efficiency. usefulness.
It would seem that there has grown up
out being injected! Concentrations of For example, agents— as they arc fre
less than 20 mg m3 can produce lesions quently called with that vagueness which the practice of ‘empire-building\ that is
and these lesions can open up a pathway characterizes _ the work — are recruited operatives are too m uch“ 'inclined to
because of moral lapses* or character add importance tt) tltcir field o f operato systematic poisoning.- ,
*Vr4;
y 'I'pns, find exaggerate (pr, e v e n , fabricate
The Home Secretary has welcomed weaknesses.
this report and will, under the com ,',.PcrsonneJ seents' t a U tyghly expendQ:r Greene : Havana) their service;
mittee’s recommendation, research the able and once 'exposed', as the saying
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(VfOURN THE DEATH of every man
for, in doing so, we mourn our own,
nor each of us in our turn must provide
th&l carrion corpse that is the reluctant
guest at every funeral. When we have
exhausted the brief assembly of our
years to pay our common debt to our
personal god and all our vanities and
virtues, our passions, our honour and
our reputation have become the common
gossip of those who claimed to have
known us when the sap flowed, our
wrinkled body shall join that silent
majority that with king and peasant is
meat for the blind and questing worm.
Now is the time when politics takes
the form of decibels as the bombs go off
and the guns bang out as the Irish
nationalists re-fight their fathers' roman
tic war against the English Conservative
Party, doorways collapse in a cloud of
futile dust and our national sewer press
seek to amuse us by reporting the hunt
ing of a single solitary man for the
killing of a police officer in the matter
of instant wealth.
«
We who are of that ancient generation,
lapsing into melancholia and short wind,
have been conditioned to a different alti
tude to the police of this country. Within
that slum pastorale of our childhood we
accepted the police as tribal patriarchs
pacing the streets of our town to enforce
an accepted morality. By the technical
nature of the time they had to walk
their beats so, of necessity, they dis
played a tolerance to the quirks and
idiosyncrasies of their slum charges that
can no longer exist When the time and
motion experts moved from the factories
to the field of law enforcement they
broke that fragile thread that made up
one small part of the London workingclass scene.
As a figure’of fun, of awe, and of fear,
the London police featured among the
London characters with the comic cock
ney and the lovable flower-seller, but it
would be impossible now to find a pjace
.within contemporary working-class folk
lore for the police. Removing them
.Cram the walking beat and segregating
them in fast cars, divorcing them from
tfie social work of traffic control.and
belptot* old ladies across busy roads, has
finally uroed the British police force
citJto a Continental model of a police
&JTOQ completely alien -to the mass of
the working population. I
# *

Cnnonistiiion anyone;
It was a Victorian clich6 that the servants of (Be property speculators.
police were the servants of the rich, the One remembers the old woman of eighty
friends of the middle class and the enemy years who was. given eviction papers
of the working class, and the State, in after having exhausted every legal safe
the cult of efficiency, has turned this guard to her small home. She killed
herself when that eviction was made
into a truism.
.
It is held by many, and in the world final by the court and in the final
of harsh realities they arc correct, that analysis who would have carried that
the first function of the police is the eighty-ycar-old woman out of her home
protection of the State, secondly the but the same mfen who a year before
protection of private property and would have won her praise for halting
thirdly to keep the peace among the mass traffic as she hobbled across a road.
of the people. That third function no
There is a new breed of police and
longer seems to apply for, with the we ancients find it hard to come to terms
streamlining and the mobility of the with this fact for, in place of the 'happy
police, working-class areas have learned cheerful bobby* of the comic postcard,
to evaluate the arrival of the police (with Comic Cuts and Chips, we have a breed of
that of the fire engine and the ambulance) young, tough, car-bornc police modelled,
. •
.
*
m
as a thing of ill omen for some un on their
television image who are pre
fortunate, for it is not peace but poli pared to perform an unpleasant job for
tical law that is to be enforced.
they are no longer part of the com
not only frbm
munity.. xvaiijjuaiis
Rachman, the slum property
I All
w this is unfortunate,
,
* , iiiwjiiwj
* working-class point of view (for tb,e exploiter, died comfortably in his ex
rich never riot), but from the point q £ . pensive bed with the full protection of
view of the police for, by shedding 'their the State for himself and his property
Social extra-curriculum responsibilities. and one does not doubt that the mobile
they are accepted by the mass of the police guarded his legal property as part
people as no more than the State-hired of their paid duty,' but those workingguardians of private property. No longer class men and women who killed them
do the police pose to have their smiling selves when faced by legal eviction com
press photographs taken as they stand mitted suicide, for they knew that they
guard on the Christmas share-out money were defenceless within their workingof the savings clubs, for helmeted class world and that order and protection
Security Guards swing a casual and that they had-to pay for with their
illegal truncheon and ignoring the police taxed wage packets d id . not apply to
and any form of public image display them. One did one's smalhand ineffectual
a naked ■glimpse iRto the future. There part and wrote to, the committed or- in
are those,, of the faith, who would hold effectual Members, of Parliament but the
that the police, are'there for their pro jackals of our society won with full
tection like Kipling’s grey ships on legal honours as their grey clerks waved
lonely seas seeking fish for our common their papers in the. direction of the ne‘xt
tables and it is a comforting thought for legal eviction anil the suicide" made, a
those who can believe it. Given legal few lines in the local paper. ‘ '• •
authority the police will honour their
A few weeks ago a senior police official
bond but that same legality vvfilL order was shot and killed and the tragedy of.
them to deny the humanities,
'-one -man's death* inade news. It was a
ordered, no matter what their personal sad and useless death, for a man’s life
feeling might be.
‘
. v
.was sacrificed to'protect. another man’s
When the Tory Party ^ so busy at .property. We read of it and asked not
second-hand fighting its private war In how he' was killed but with all tragic
Ireland, repealed the Rent Act they and unnecessary death wc ask why he
turned the police into the strong-armed died. No man’s private property is worth
a

1

Stirner (i)

a death, and if those that own private
wealth beyond their own need need men
to die protecting it. then let them hire
the mercenaries that sell their muscle
to guard it. That police official died and
for a few brief days we were nude con
scious of his personality. In our private
and public squabbles with the State let
□o nun take any satisfaction in this act
for violence it an immorality that finally
becomes an end in itself. The man who
is said to have killed the police official
is now being hunted by the State and
the national sewet press and if be it
shot down in some public street as an
act of tribal blood-letting then we shall
view it on our television screens isfl
make
comments
nrL m. our committed
^
>i
__ • • .
The face of the police official no
longerstays within our memory for
other tragedies crowd in but from that
bleak happening comes the savage cries
of the Mindless Minority of the Tory
Party screaming their bloodlust as they
demand-a return to State hanging and
the use of the lash. If their voices are
loud enough they could make their point
and hang and flog at second-hand, until
their sick minds are sated, and we in
our turn must protest the sanctity of
human life. Every life.
Too many anarchists have chosen to
remain silent during the last year or so.
We remained silent when the Civil Rights
movement walked into Northern Ireland
and allowed themselves to become the
dumb triggers of Irish nationalist' poli
ticians. W o' watched as the gunmen
moved in and offered no solution and
now we have to watch as the people of
Ireland dife at the hands of the gunmen
be.they B Special, British Armyrox IRA-

racism
Mr. Parker stales (i.e.
that 'Strm&r’s *categories are here 'taken
from • an outdated, crudely simplistic
scheme of anthropological classification’),
biit rather because Stimer’s whole
Negroid/Mongoloid/Caucasian argument
was not his argument, but Hegel's (ct
Hegel’s ‘Mongolian Principle’, Philoso
phic der Geshichte, p, 140ff and Marx
and Engels, The German Ideology,
p. 183). Since Stimer’s .book was written
primarily with the ‘Young Hegelian in
mind, the reader’s familiarity with this
example was taken for granted and
used, as Stirner (and Mr. Parker) pointed
out, merely as an example to ‘contribute
towards niaking the rest -clear’. .,
But deflating one argument doesn’t
deflate them all. I would like to know,
for example, how Mr. Parker would
dismiss the following statement as coining
from a non-racist:
When you are at the point of drowning,
you like a Negro as rescuer as well
as the most excellent Caucasian—
yes, in this situation you esteem a
dog not less than a man.’ (Stirner,
op. cit., p. 206.)
Stirncr was a product of his times.
That he could arrive atThe positions he
did by discarding most1of the intellectual
garbage floating around at the time
was nothing short of remarkable. f .I
can’t think of a single contemporary of
his who wouldn’t be judged ‘racist’ by
• today’s standards. Certainly Marx would
have been (cf. Camillo Bemeri, Le Juif
Anti-Semite), while with Proudhon there
would be. no question at all with such
juicy gleanings from his Carnets as,
‘Hatred of. the Jews ... . should be an
article of our political faith.’,
- Stirner w as'a‘great man—to my mind
the greatest of his . epoch/ ' Bot to. take
Mark’s sarcastic ‘Saint Max’ to heart
would ber a mockery o.f everything Stirner
stood for. From what I cap tell, Mr.
Parl/flf
tViic vJcV
Parker Vim*
rims this
risk. - 1 *%• •
r f .VYours truly,
Geneva
.%
K en K n u d so n .

other than onesel? as members of col
lective groups r Jo begin With, they
t*
are all menjpers, of-that huge collective
•r \
group, ‘all finankind minus one’, with
whom the <*oist has no concern. There
O EL. PARKER (September 11) denies Bakunin.
*~
:
. ••. - i is certainlyfplenty of discussion of col
that Max Stirner was a racist. The ’
All these references are difficult to lective groups in Max Stimer, whatever
only way to decide is to read the whole explain away as being merely religious
there may fee in Ayn Rand..
o f-tb e relevant section .from The Ego and philosophical in implication or in
•l
m d His O fiu which continues for four nocent and unconscious in origin. There
ptges after the two paragraphs quoted is surely more than just a ‘suggestion of
N icolas W alter.
W & E. Parlret... Even in the paragraph ‘racism’ present No doubt Stirner was
be -calls the 'key passage’, there is a mainly interested in intellectual problems,
<bax reference to tbe^ ‘Caucasian n o t’ but I think we should give him credit
Whites, tbe speakers of Aryan for writing what he meant and meaning
somehow own -history, . what -he wrote. It seems to me that
xad who toast •Terribly’ make an end he did not,merely take his ‘categories’
of Moogolotdity (Chineseacss).
from ‘an . outdated, crudely simplistic Dear Editors,
.c. . y
-scheme of anthropological classification’,
It isn’t often that I find myself .in
*but actually shared these generally ac
cepted ideas of his age and incorporated disagreement with Sid Parker. * I have
them into his thought It would be long admired his crisp style and logical
wrong to make too much of all this, consistency. It is with some surprise,
then, that I read his latest letter to
though
we
'have
no
excuse
for
riot
'ftflowtng paragraph' tbe pre-Caucasian
F reedom (11,9.71) in which he takes a
knowing
where
.such
ideas
can
lead,
but
identified—the Negroid age with
position which I fcel is ’not entirely
it
is
something
that
should
be
taken
Egypt, and tbe Mongoloid age
isupported. by the facts. I refer to his
with Tbe invasions of tbe Hons and
S i ’.!?
5 K « iwk a racist',
Mongob tip to die Russians’ (sic). Later
S'imcr s intellectual
tbe ‘C i m a u a race’ rs more specifically writer. 3*My'1criticism is cot of S to c r,
opposed to tbe ‘Mongolian race', and who fihe everyone cisc wa, a chfld of .
%o tte r calls for risen of Caucasian blood’ his time, however bard he tried to Ayn Rand to show this—he could have
So Throw off their Mongolian skin’. escape from it, but of those who try gotten it direptly from Stirner himself:
Elsewhere ia tbe book there arc also to make him a cult figure and to fit
Ridiculous .is lie who, while fellows
turn
into
exactly
the
kind
of
system
several references to Jews which have
of his tnbe, family, nation, rank high,
he
so
strongly
opposed.
'
a rather sinister sound today, though they
is—nothing but ‘puffed up’, over the
do not approach tbe w id en! antisemitism - Incidentally, doesn’t individualism of
merit of hjs fellows;’ but blinded too
Qt Marx and Eagefs or Proudhon and tbe egoist variety tend to see individuals
is he who wants only to bq ‘man’.
Neither of them puls his worth in
exclusiveness, but in connectedness,
* or in tbe ‘tic’ that conjoins him with
Secretary:
others, iq the tics of blood, of nation
Peter Le Mare, S Hannafore Road,
• *• - v /
ality, of humanity, (The Ego and fiis
Rottoa Park, Birmingham 16 '■'Own, LBC,'p. 244). ; '
’
But despite his intellectual position,
I submit that Stirncr was.in aU prob
ability subconsciously a racist.
Mr. Parker is correct in saying that
Stimer‘8 account of the Negroid, Mon
.
goloid, and Caucasian phases of human Comrades,
‘Power to the People!’—>why, of course
development is not proof ^of Stirner’s
racism—but not for the reasons Mr. (notwithstanding the recent euphemistic
Parker puts forward. Chapter II of use of the phrase for ‘Dollars for the
ATM
REGIONAL
CROUP*
AFBIB—To oil Gi
' Stimer’s book is divided into three parts: Beatle'). But I am not happy about
____________ inarchi« troop* bi almoft rrcry
A. The Ancients, B. The Modems, and Brian Behan’s denunciation (F reedom ,
part of (bo eom ttrj. To find poor n eam t poop
Next isnoc. of AFBJCB
whU to:
C. The Free. Stirner, in his repetitive 28.8.71) of those who are worried that
ia Brighton. Send m tta
N.E. b f U Mick Hamrick. 34 Durham Road, style, uses this theme over and over
referendums could bring in reactionary
Gate*head. Co. Durham.
Nick Heath, Flat 3, 2*
( n o * E. HcrU-i r. Newell, ‘Aetna*. tpriox again—first it's ‘child, youth, and man’; measures. So it is the capitalists who
Lam, £l*bt AJh Orecn. Colchmcr. <QM, FL.) then ‘Negroid, Mongoloid, and Cauca argue that ‘if you have referendums the
forrryt C WrifJtt, 47 Cadet* Road. Epaom.
•+
sian’; and finally ‘Catholic, Protestant, reactionary masses will want to bring
Y m r k tk k ti Martin Walking, Flat D. 90 dam adoo
Road, Lecdf, LS2 9L.
back hanging, flogging and Mrs. Whiteand
atheist’.
Each
of
these
trinities
is
M u d o t c r A n rc k k t feoAcaOaf Gfoopt M att
Arecce, LHde HoJ- u*ed by Stimer to represent, respectively, *• house for Prime Minister’? Well, not
Qmninchzni, 9 Briar HU Ares
ton, Woraely. Lane*.
A. material things, B. idealistic thoughts, all of them. The rest, according to Brian,
ITiaflaati Secretary. Mike Make, I
and C. personal interests. It is obvious’ - are ‘them lackeys’. It was such a fine
Place. Maryfield, Dundee.
Wales c/o P L. Mar* (a44rea*
that in each case Stimer identifies him- article in which he first raised the
n Irrlaali n'ir Fi— -*—
P.O. •elf with the latter (i.e. ‘higher’) category issue of referendum, and now he goes
‘in the group. But the reason such classi- and spoils it all by reacting emotionally
fixation is not demonstrative of Stimer’s and presenting those who might differ
*/•
% V

*

•
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•
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ANARCHIST
FEDERATION
of BRITAIN

•

Referenda

Oh, there was an answer to the prob
lems of Ireland, little comrade, but it
was so prosaic and so boring to talk of
uniting Ireland economically so that the
border became meaningless as all forms
of taxation, social payments and wages
became the same no matter what side
of the border one chose to live. But
violence is romantic and men fight a
fools' war when Britain and Ireland
seemed doomed to be dragged into the
great industrial cartel of the European
Common Market. Blaze away my wild
romantic Tory or Irish nationalists when
we are part of tbe European mainland
economically and politically.
One police official lies dead and the
man held responsible for his death is
cheerfully chased across the pages of
our national press but for the workihg
class this is but a story to read during
a tea break, Tbe romantic slaughter in
Ireland is a thing to weep over as we
sit beneath fbc photograph of Michael
Collins in its place of honour within the
Irish pub beneath Piccadilly as we often
do when the beer takes effect.
But what should concern ns most we
of the anarchist movement. H cmr failure
to come to terms with our own age. We
are an overcrowded island of 56.000.000
and, unless we can offer an effective way
of life for our 56.000.000 fellow men
and women who share this land with us,
we have wasted our time and theirs.
There is a time and a place for romantic
fantasies to be acted out and it is not
here and now.. Nothing will be achieved
in Ireland only a new breed of heroes
to form a subject matter for the folksong
singers and all the loud bangs on the
home front were sad, meaningless acts
that has produced nothing except a fresh
crop of martyrs, and our personal cross
is that, unlike the Freoch anarchist at
the turn of this century, we lacked the
moral courage to stand up end reject it
if committed in our name.
• *
.1
,
ARTlfUR MOYSE.

from
or imbeciles.
* A •him ai either wicked
v
Is he not familiar with the conservative
character of the Swiss, the referendum
people? ‘Of course, there are ups and
downs. . . . Of course, a referendum,
or any system we care to devise, can
be used by power centrists against the
people.’ Hitler is then mentioned and
sidestepped: ‘But we arc not living
under Hitler.’ No, not quite, and not
y e t But in the same issue of F reedom
.Bill Dwyer is expressing* concern at
The growth of totalitarianism in Britain’,
and further down that page Terry
Phillips offers quotations straight from
the horse’s mouth about how wide the
Yard intends to cast its net in order
‘to smash the Angry Brigade’. You
tell me, Brian, if they are capitalists,
dr in the capitalists’ pay, or just panicking.
I hardly need mention that ail the way
through the witch-hunts of the Cold War
era, through the escalation <jf Vietnam
war and My Lai massacre, the American
establishment has maintained the same
indignation in its voice when saying,
*You don’t compare us with the Nazis,
do you?’
; I hope Brian will have the good sense
to appreciate that if some of us despair
j(like Bill Dwyer a few weeks ago) at
the callous, apathetic attitude -of, the
oppressed towards their own plight, it
is not that we don’t trust people. It
is not that we have given up, certainly
■not that we have sold out* <*
Gothenburg, Sweden

Vikki Kumar.
%
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Dear Comrades, . •

•r

I have had the good fortune to have
two holidays this year—one week in
Hythc, Kent, and three days in Hastings.
I. always buy the local papers, .and in
both places I found lots of correspondence
about referenda. In Hastings the Com
mon Market Referendum Committee
interviewed 1,184 people on their views
. and the result was—for the Market 26%,
don’t knows 18%, against.56%, in favour
of a referendum. 80%.- The Committee
now proposes to hold a ballot of local
. people, based on the electoral register,
in October.
Another Committee has asked the
Town Clerk, to arrange a referendum on
the question of comprehensive educa
tion in the town.
It seems clear that it is much easier to
fight for local democracy outside of
London which, because of its enormous
size, presents almost insuperable diffi
culties.
Southwark

A lexander.
•
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1 )0 W N IN GROCER HEATH’S
^
constituency in Bexley Heath is
one of the most important houses
in the history of modern architecture
—it represents a clear move towards
the ‘modern movement* of the 20th
century and is appropriately called
Red House. Yet Red House was
completed in 1860 and its function
was nothing more ambitious than to
provide a family home for a middle-.
class artist/designer. What makes
the house particularly interesting to
anarchists is that its owner was also
the author of that personal vision
of anarchist society ‘News from
Nowhere'—a man whose work is
still protected and publicised by
The William Morris Society.
Recently The Morris Society held
a garden party at Red House and
for the first time I was able to appre
ciate at first hand why the building
is so important and fundamentally
revolutionary in its concept. The
bouse was designed by the architect
Phillip Webb for William and his
new bride Jane Burden and Morris’s
own influence can clearly be detected
in its shape and form. What marks
out Red House from the mainstream
of Victorian domestic architecture
is its free plan, simple detailing and
faithful use of traditional English

building techniques and building
materials. In consequence its open
planning, irregular roof tine, simple
interior decoration and light airy
rooms have an amazingly modem
feel while retaining an obvious link
with Gothic architecture.

Grapes of W rath
/E YEARS AGO the Farm Workers Revolutionary Left in America: the most
of California created a General creative and constructive achievement
of the Libertarian Left in thirty years).
Strike in d ie fields and farms controlled
by the International Capitalist Agricul Justice was won in the fields by a long
tural Corporations* the Farm Workers changing process of class struggle. The
refused to harvest the grape crop, the whole world was watching: motion, flexi
Farm Workers revolted against poverty bility, and rebellion. The whole world
to d degradation and exploitation, the is watching: the crisis of corporate capi
Farm Workers dedicated themselves to talism. The organization of the agricul
peaceful m ethods o f direct action and tural1Workers has begun. Eventually the
MBps resistance, the Farm Workers Farm Workers* Union will fight for
created a rebellion for socio-econom ic direct control of industry. Let the land

r

A fter y ea n o f subm ission and con
form ity: the Farm Workers revolted.
A fter y ea n o f poverty and exploitation
aad obedience: the Farm Workers tov o ted against the International Capitalist
Corporations. A fter years o f passivity
panic and fear and cowardice: the
Farm W orkers revolted against the Inter
national C apitalist Corporations, the
F a n s Workers became rebels for hope
nod justice. Rejecting the panic o f
despair and anguish, rejecting the futility
o f fear and cowardice, rejecting the
p u civfty o f poverty and conform ity and
obedience and exploitation: the Farm
W orkers affirmed the beauty o f rebell i n i T i i the Farm Workers affirmed
A c w itfa to m o f courage, the Farm
W orkers affirmed (he strength o f action
nod conviction, the Farm Workers
affirmed the dignity and integrity o f
human personality. The Farm Workers
revolted against the International Capi
talist Corporations (the m onopoly o f
power, the autocracy o f the economy);
A c Farm Workers became rebels for
hope aad socio-econom ic justice.
N ow . the Farm Workers have woo the
first battle, A e Farm Workers* Union is
victorious; the International Capitalist
Corporations (at lea * , for the moment)
have been defeated. T he Farm Workers*
Union has doubled the wages o f the
Farm Workers, the Farm Workers*
U nion has won econom ic stability (be
yond the harvesting season) for the
Farm Workers, the Farm Workers* Union
has won the assurance o f health and
well-being for the Farm Workers, the
Farm Workers* Union has won the pro
hibition of chemical pesticides in A e
field* (those same chemical pesticides . . .
which threatened the lives of the workers
as w d l as the health and safety of the
consumer), the Farm Workers* Union
has defeated the capitalist schemes for
authoritarian tochnologicalist automation
in the fields. The Farm Workers* Union
is victorious! Victory for the people!
Justice was woo in the fields by action
m d conviction. Justice was won in the
fields after five years o f constant and
continuous class straggle. Justice was
w oo hi the fields by the general strike
o f the agricultural workers on the land,
by m assive processions into the cities,
by direct action against the corporations,
by the solidarity o f the industrial work
ing class, by the informational agitation
o f imeftectuats and students, by the
darification o f ideas, by the worldwide
boycott o f grapes (organized by the

belong to those who work it! Victory
for the people!
ONE OUT OF THREE JOBS

The Agricultural Corporations of
International Capitalism are huge. In
California: the Corporations control
more than fifty per cent of the fruit and
nut and vegetable crops of the country.
One out of every three jobs in Cali
fornia is dependent on the Agricultural
Corporations (Agribusiness’ . . . as it is
called by the Revolutionary Left) or a
closely-related and monopolized industry.
Total market value of crops after har
vesting, transportation, and processing—
twenty billion dollars. The Government
in California is controlled by the Agri
cultural Corporations. The regents of
the University of California are also
managerialists inside the Capitalist Cor
porations.
The Farm Workers have been vic
timized and oppressed. The Corpora
tions have tried to push the Farm Wor
kers deeper into poverty and despair.
Despite the economic and political and
cultural and social benefits that the
American Empire is supposed to pro
vide for its citizens, the Corporations
have attempted to isolate and destroy
the Farm Workers. In the past, because
of the coercion of the Corporations, the
Farm Workers have been forced to shift
for themselves in matters of education
and health and safety and survival and
working conditions.
The Government talks a lot about
starvation. The Government talks a lot
about fte health of the Farm Workers.
The Government talks a lot about the
ignorance of the Farm Workers. The
Government talks a lot about the living
conditions and human relationships of
the Farm Workers. The Government
talks a lot about the working conditions
of the Farm Workers. The Government
talks a lo t But in fact the Government
does nothing to disrupt the power and
profits and purposes of the Corporations.
In fact: the Government and the Cor
porations are identical phenomena, each
one manipulates the other; the people
are always excluded from meaningful
participation or the possibility of mak
ing decisions or the ability to initiate
activity.
LA RAZA A N D LA CAUSA

The Farm Workers of California
(those who have been fighting the
Capitalist Corporations) are MexicanAmericant. Their working-class struggle

The house‘how is barely altered
from its original form—the red
bricks and tiles> more mellow,
Morris’s original painted designs on
the walls and ceilings in some cases
replaced by his own wallpapers, and
modern plumbing and electrical
deeply involved the sense and the form
of a fight against institutionalized racism
in America, their working-class struggle
deeply involved the sense and the form
of a fight for self-determination of the
Mexican-American people (‘Chicanos’ . . .
as they call themselves). La Raza and
La Causa (proud women and proud
men . . . proud that their bodies have
brown flesh, proud that they possess the
culture and community and civilization
and history of the Mexican-American
people) were tremendous forces of soli
darity, uniting the working-class families
throughout California’s huge Central
Valley as well tg the Imperial Valley
and .Coachella Vffley.
The Corporations juried- to crush the
strike of the Farm workers. The Cor
porations recruited lX>ourers inside the
country of Mexico. To these citizens of
Mexico: the Corporations promised
cheap wages . . . but wages far greater
than the wages they could get in Mexico.
These citizens of Mexico were easily
recruited to work in the fields of Cali
fornia. Thus: the Corporations thought
that they would crush the strike of the
Farm Workers by simply replacing the
striking workers with foreign slaves.
However, in the name of La Causa, the
citizens of Mexico joined the Chicano
people in walking out of the fields when
the Farm Workers* Union created the
General Strike. The Corporations were
defeated by working-class solidarity and
the unity of La Raza.
TERRIFIED CORPORATIONS
The Corporations tried to break the
strike of the Farm Workers. The Cor
porations recruited rich white students
(from Arizona, etc.) to work in the
fields of California. In reply: the Farm
Workers’ Union (in the name of La
Raza) mobilized thousands of Chicano
students and Chicano street-people to
join the Farm Workers in direct action
against the Corporations. The Corpor
ations were terrified by the chanting of
the Chicano street-people and Chicano
students. The Corporations were terrified
by the brown berets of the Chicano
students and Chicano street-people.
Equally: the Corporations were terrified
by the brown skin of the Farm Workers
and Chicano street-people and Chicano
students. Finally: the Farm Workers’
Union (in the name of La Causa)
mobilized thousands of black students
and white students and black streetpeople and white street-people to join
the Farm Workers with direct action
against the Corporations. The Corpor
ations were defeated by direct action:
not by reformism The Farm Workers’
Union created a point of unity between
the working-class struggle and the student
movement of the New Left.
The Government tried to destroy the
strike of the Farm Workers. The
Government bought the rotting grape
crop and sent it to Vietnam as part of
the war effort. In reply: the Farm Wor
kers’ Union created a point of unity
between the working-class struggle and
the anti-war movement
We must enjoy the sweetness of rebel
liousness. Eventually the Farm Workers’
Union will fight for direct control of
industry. Let the land belong to those
who work i t Victory for the people!
Jambs W. Cain.

services replacing (hose designed bv
Webb. Some of the remaining furni
ture was designed and built by
Morris and decorated by the group
of friends who came to be known as
‘the Morris Q rcle’ and later banded
together to form ‘Morris. Marshall
and Faulkner—Fine Art workmen
in Painting. Carving. Furniture and
Metals’. One of the most important
aspects of the Red House is that it
was a total concept—the furniture,
decorations, carpets, curtains (what
Morris called the decorative arts)
were all designed specifically for the
Red House. This was because
William and Jane were so appalled
by the shoddiness and over-elaborate
decoration of Victorian domestic
design that they decided that the
only possibility was to design their
own requirements. This notion was
carried over into ‘the firm’ and
Morris, with that characteristic
application of his. taught himself
weaving and carpet making, de
signed wallpaper, fabrics, and
stained glass and later extended his
activities to printing, type design,
book binding and began to publish
his poetry, romances, and essays on
art and socialism.
Morris, even more than his many
critics, was only too aware of the
contradictions of being a wealthy
middle-class socialist producing ex
cellent work that only the privileged
could afford to buy and he railed
against working ‘for the swinish
rich’. But like many before him,
and since, he had to work within the
contradictions of his own nature and
the society he lived in. In my view
he made personal sacrifices in the
cause of socialism which must have
gone against everything that his own
nature and class background dic
tated and from the moment in 1883
when he publicly declared himself
a socialist he never flinched from
any of the demands made of-him.
He published political tracts, sold
them on street corners and at fac
tory gates, attended demonstrations,
was twice arrested and acted as pall

rpHOUGH THE PLOT of this film is
somewhat fictional and plays havoc
with history, its appearance at the present
is timely. Tyrant, Cromwell may have
been, in a totalitarian sense of the
word, jnit he is hardly as black as be
his been painted.
The Tories at the Restoration had no
reason to extol his many virtues, of
which his personal incorruptibility is one.
The Catholic Irish have always given
him a bad press. It was true he was
responsible for at least one massacre,
at Drogheda, and this is something this
film fails to mention- The fact that
Drogheda followed the Catholic massacre
of French Protestants on S t Bartholo
mew’s Eve, is a fact that the Catholics
often forget Furthermore the Catholic
Irishmen were hardly saints over taking
prisoners themselves.
Ireland fell to Cromwell simply because
of a failure of the Irish to settle their
own differences and present a united front
to the foe, something happening today
too.
' Cromwell saw his mission to promote
a democracy at home, with just laws, a
strong standing army and a navy strong
enough to defend its coasts. He also
saw as his mission to preserve Pro
testantism, and he had a marked degree
of toleration for Protestant sects, which
did not always endear him to his col
leagues. He was totally opposed to
Catholicism, seeing it not so much as a
religion but as an international con
spiracy to subvert England, and there
was no reason to say he was wrong.
The move of the British government
to force Britain into the Common
Market, despite universal opposition, has
a relevance and similarity to the reign
of Charles I. The Common Market
countries are largely Catholic. Trade
Union organisation is weak and employercontrolled. The British government is
getting more and more remote from
the British people and also more and
more remote from the British cultural
heritage. Moves are being made by
many groups in opposition to the unjust
laws and restrictive police powers. There
is a sense of alienation between govern
ment and governed. All this is remi
niscent of the sixteen forties. .We are
heading for a revolutionary situation.
Parliament won because the King had
lost any sense of acting legitimately in
the interests of Englishmen and English

bearer at the funeral of Alfred
Linnel—who was killed in Trafalgar
Square on Bloody Sunday (Novem
ber 13. 1887) after police broke op
a public meeting.
Throughout this activity Morris
continued his work as a designer,
poet and publisher and tried to
come to terms with (he continued
affair between his beloved Jane
and the artist/poet Dante Gabriel
Rossetti. He died in 1896. aged only
62. worn out from overwork and
disappointment in his personal life.
His importance to British anarchists
seems to me. incalculable, and ’A
dream of John Ball’ and ‘News from
Nowhere’ are required reading. If
you wonder why I write of a Vic
torian artist in the teeth of the poli
tical issues and struggles of our
times my answer comes from one of
Morris’s lectures . . . i believe that
as wc have even now partly achieved
liberty, so we shall one day achieve
equality, which, and which only,
means fraternity, and so have leisure
from poverty and all its gripping
sordid cares. Then having leisure
from all these things, amidst new
simplicity of life we shall have leisure
to think about our work, that faith
ful daily companion, which no man
any longer will venture to call the
curse of labour: for surely when we
shall be happy in it. each in his
place, no man grudging another: no
man bidden to be another’s servant,
everyone scorning to be any man’s
master: men will then assuredly be
happy in their work, and that happi
ness will assuredly bring forth
decorative, noble, popular art.*
Now although Morris referred to
‘mere’ anarchy and was never able
to shake off his, admittedly, revolu
tionary socialism, there is nothing in
that statement that an anarchist can
quarrel with, so before dismissing
him as the ‘idle singer of an empty
day’ have a look at his work and
listen to his words.
J e ff C loves .

men saw no reason beyond conservatism
and sentiment in giving support When
his funds ran out and he lost his
main seaports, his army withered away,
even joining Parliament
The State is cleverer today, but not
all that clever. It can only act brutally
and viciously a few times and not too
often, for if it does so it alienates
support The growing police powers and
unjust laws of today are sowing alarm
and despondency.
The
Common
Market has no identity for the unem
ployed Even Parliament has less atten
tion, for from gaining power they have,
in passing it to the Party, the Cabinet,
the Prime Minister, lost power them
selves. Amongst most people there is
a kind of feeling of limbo, only con
sumption as an orgasm substitutes for
identity, and if the job and pay packet
fail, then the reality which exists will
become evident and questions will be
asked. The country may rise.
It is often said that no revolution can
take place in England The people arc
far too passive, far too uninterested,
far too brainwashed. But we live in
a consumption economy that is cracking
wide open. The Common Market is
too remote from everyday experience.
Perhaps the pundits were confusing revo
lutions with continental ideologies better
suited to Russia, Germany or elsewhere.
The Revolution in 1644 was a purcty
English revolution, related to domestic
issues. The next revolution will be the
same. Any contact with issues in Vietnam,
Cuba, South America, or the USA will
be very peripheral.
If an English Revolution takes place
(and I mean English and not Ulster or
Scottish—these are historical side-issues)
it will be, as it was last time, because
the government lost confidence in itself
and presented the country with a revo
lutionary situation.
Last time it happened the English
people failed to develop a coherent
strategy for self-government and a dic
tator came to power. One might even
say that a dictator was forced into
power and arose simply because others
refused to make decisions. Is the anar
chist movement ready to present a co
herent philosophy which will obviate the
need for a dictator coming to power?
I do not mean one view of reality
for this is neither necessary nor desirable,
•
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the class to move in on me with a
vengeance when I entered the room, to
my surprise, relief and internal joy they
were incredibly warm and sympathetic
Which outlines the moral: if you want to
be free in the school context, the students
are with you.
Apart from the upper echelons, who re
nastily hung up on roles and protocol
shit—mainly because they're irrelevant
and only stay viable in the school by
keeping that kind of mirage alive—the
staff are mainly all right. When you’re
one of them, they 11 mostly accept you
one way or another, and in the staffroom
I've had the position of a kind of
house stirrer, tolerated and liked so long
as I don’t take things too far, which,
coward that I am. I’ve very rarefy done
I’ve been useful to some of the other
teachers, too—those with little problems
about the world and life that they could
never easily confide in their other
colleagues.

a mild ante in staff meetings, but never
get too far o u t They always basically
observe the rules of the game. Beyond
them there is always the void that is
filled with their hidden phobias.
How much longer can it all bold
together? Can the staff go on believing
that they're really accomplishing any
afterhours
to
put
enough
bread
together
weren’t
the
same
and
couldn’t
successfully
EMVE YEARS in education and it's
thing? The younger ones are still in
to buy the car. Now things were going
use
the
teaching
that
the
previous
year's
A time to go. As I look down at the
terested ta teaching, but as they get older
to start to happen for bin*.
was *
Jot
had
had.
I
had
to
find
out
where
main building From my hut and see
they’ll follow the well-defined pattern:
viable male. He’d get girls, take his
they
were
at:
learn
from
them.
Now
the old head of department at work in
tbeyll get more and more interested
friends out for joyrides, bis mother down
we
just
talk:
they
tell
me
and
I
listen;
his office, importantly scribbling away at
in the promotion race, with its great
to the supermarket on Saturday mornings.
I
tell
the
next
class
what
I
learned
from
time tables, syllabi and other irrelevant
phnn, not of having more money or
And, of course, he'd still need to keep
the
previous
one,
with
bits
and
pieces
pieces of paper, I can’t help feeling for
status, but of not baring to teach any
nackering himself to keep up to that
of
my
own.
We
talk,
but
after
a
while
him. There he is, fifty-five, a straight
more. Then they can sit all day in
status.
the
talking
wears
thin.
We
play
some
'Straight—upright, honourable, fair, ready
an office and chat and write out time
records,
wander
around
the
grounds.
to talk about anything so long as it
REPLACING ILLUSIONS
tables and send Stile directives about
There’s
nowhere
further
to
go
in
the
doesn’t come too close to home and
the place. But even these men haven’t
When people arc investing life in
context
of
the
school.
nibble away at the elaborate irration
got ft made, I notice on closer scrutiny.
getting something they can’t bear to hear
Of
course,
there
are
still
a
host
of
alities of his office. Like Mr. Jones,
Some play the part well, but they're
it
said
that
it’s
a
folly.
And,
of
course,
students
who
aren’t
progressing.
Many
he’s aware something's happening but
fakers; the honest ones arc rotting on
one
of
the
dilemmas
of
teaching
is
of
them
are
when
they
arrive
and
for
doesn’t know w hat Alone, enmeshed in
the inside, not themselves betieriag any
handling
a
situation
like
that
poor
a
year
or
two
continue
to
do
so
an impossible position, he’s utterly
more in their phoney functions, but
student
Take
his
illusions
away
from
but—this
applies
mainly
to
apprentices
on
wasting his time and actively partici
scared to hell of losing their grip. They're
him
and
what
are
yoii
going
to
replace
block
release—after
three
or
four
years
THE PROMOTION STAKES
pating both in the wasting of other
unhappy, de-energized men.
them
with?
You
can
hardly
keep
alive
of
work
slog
they
begin
to
slow
up
and
people’s and the dissipation of the youth
The only way to save ft all would be to
Certainly, to a man the staff recognise
handling
y
o
u
r
own
uncertainty
and
eventually
seize.
By
then
they’re
going
of the students.
the hypocrisy of the hierarchy and the revolutionize it now: throw everything
doubts—how
would
he
fare?
And
yet
steady,
some
are
engaged
and
planning
And then I look at the building
way it works. But they do nothing about out of the window and create a free space
the
spread
of
that
kind
of
mistake
must
to
get
married
in
two,
three
years’
time.
itself, a multi-million pound piece of
it because they’re afraid: in the first where staff and students can meet ta
be
stopped.
Some
get
married
before
then:
dedicated
utterly dissipated municipal architecture,
instance of losing their position in the equality and work out what they want
This,
of
course,
complicates
teaching
Hell’s;
Angels
sell
the
bike
to
keep
filled with hundreds of thousands of
promotion stakes, then of losing their to do and bow to spend the available
and
makes
it
frustrating,
leads
to
hours
the
wife;
ingrained
freaks
admit
they
pounds’ worth of equipment, yet utterly
funds. That would be a difficult enough
jobs.
Redundancy,
even
when
it’s
a
of
classroom
talk
that
is
just
filling
dead, like a mausoleum. After lectures, were mistaken in their belief in the hip
challenge for any of us, institutionalized
remote
speck
on
the
horizon,
really
time
space
because
you
don’t
know
the students file out onto the lawn dully millennium, get their hair cut and start
scares them. One or two men haven’t creatures that we are; but for the older
what
to
say,
don’t
tfant
to
hurt
or
straightening
up.
They
look
at
me
for
and begin to light up fags and ass
got on with the boss and have been men ft would be a total im ndbuntcr
a
fool
when
I
raise
my
eyebrows
and
disillusion.
4
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around as they go over to the canteen
On the other hand, with students held back, which has made them with
for coffee. Most of them will turn up gape in surprise. Surely I wasn’t so
SS
draw
and
become
bitter.
Some
do
raise
late for the next lesson. It’s a fairly gullible as to be fooled by all those who I ’ve hit it off with things have
sunny day and there are girls on the youth culture illusions? They’re growing been really good. We’ve got a lot of
up, I’m obviously not.
ideas and energy going, I hope some
lawn.
Then there are the basically straight of them will make it out A few will.
Every y ear classes get more out of
516, it appears, had laid {dans to
hand. The conversation in the staff- kids who really don’t want to know. One or two do leave before the end of
take over the state, but before it got
i"
room is often grim. Such-and-such a They like straight syllabi and lessons. the course.
round to doing this it advertised its
I can’t honestly claim to have been a
class will need talking to; the head They’d take notes on anything and re
presence to the world by attacking the
of the school should do something; gurgitate it in exams if they thought very liberated and liberating teacher
British Embassy, refusing to refrain from
there’s been another Incident The staff it’d give them a useful bit of paper. over my whole stint. ’ When I arrived
so doing when personal messages of
are pretty much in the dark themselves. Some, the really badly repressed ones, at the school, with my hair ploughed back
restraint were sent from high members
They still think things can be brought get openly enraged when you start telling and wearing the stiff suit I’d put on to
of the bureaucracy.
ECENTLY
the
Guardian
in
an
edi
under control, that the state o f affairs them how bad things really are. They’ll disguise myself, I was very afraid. I’ve
Well, if one can believe that Lee
torial said ’no one could have Harvey Oswald killed John Kennedy,
of ten years ago when the students were listen to anything but that, but preferably had long, long periods of intense despair
tame can be re-established.
something with the old stamp of jolly when I felt isolated in the school, foreseen that there would be a rap one can believe in 516. But for those
Two years time, I think, and the whole status quo certainty as seen nightly pursuing a mental programme that was prochement between the USA and who cannot believe in the former case
place will be in uproar. Of course on the box.
the more or less exact opposite of China’. As I was by no means the that a man who was an indifferent
the students aren’t going to accept the
The tragedy of how these kids fall everyone else’s. I’ve been very paranoid only writer in F reeedom and other shot was able to shoot, in above Olympic
old discipline line of old. They’re way prey to media illusions is really sad with both staff and students. With anarchist journals to say just that, and as speed, bullets that were able to go
beyond that; way beyond last year’s dening. The youthful ideals and energy students there have been long periods I took the trouble to send copies of round corners and enter a man (who
students in other ways too. And the quickly dissipated when they’re chained when I’ve put up that loudtalking, these to the Guardian’s ’communist ex couldn’t incidentally be seen) from the
gap between their minds and what the to the treadmill and, with no other emotionless classroom facade, superfici pert’, Victor Zorza, I found this some far angle, the story of 516 may seem
school wants to feed them with—which, source of direction in life, they fall ally merry but essentially designed to what amusing.
a little incredible.
But
not
as
amusing
as
the
latest
of course, doesn’t change much from hook, line and sinker for consumer maintain the distance between me and
However the world has been told many
step
in
the
Chinese
saga.
Yesterday
year to year, most of the teachers still images. Like the small, underdeveloped the class. You can, iff-fact, hold most
similar stories, and in particular these
evening,
on
Radio
Four,
there
was
a
trotting out the notes of year one—gets student who hardly said a word for classes successfully au bay with that
were current in the late thirties during
wider and wider.
three years and then came into class kind of schizophrenic; but if it slips Chinese journalist assuring all and sundry the Moscow Trials. Then Stalin having
glowing, proud and important for the a bit they’ll start inJW- your—Which- -that when five or so years back the for a time felt his cause was well
NO SYLLABUS
\
first time in his life. Why? He’d is just their way df tellihg you to come Red Guards had attacked the British served by showing an ultra-left image,
In Liberal Studies we don’t follow got a car. He hadn’t gone out in his off it and be human. When I had a Embassy in Peking this was not Red wished to make friends of all those
a syllabus any more. After the second life, smoked, drank or entertained a girl. loud quarrel in fie corridor with the Guards proper but a sinister organization bourgeois powers he had earlier alien
year it was obvious that the students He’d embraced overtime and tellystricken head of the school once, and expected called 516.
ated, first through the Popular Front,
then through the Stalin-Hitier pact; and
the blame for all the leftist actions of
be tolerated and eventually the individual the past was suddenly laid to the doors
A DEMOCRATIC SYSTEM, is that
who refuses to accept the values of the of the ‘Trotsky-fascist wreckers’.
form of system which is governed
Once more into the breach, dear
society in which he exists, is then met
by the rule of the majority. The Demo
with the full force of the law (or some friends.
cratic way. is that way by which the
LO.
times more subtly by social stigmatis
majority, through the exercise of the
ation or ostracism). The law, which is
electoral vote at a secret ballot, select
_ %• .
enacted by society for the good of the
the form of government, which they as a
people in that society, whether or not
majority, wish to rule the society in
they have desired it, on the principle that
which they live. However, in this
VO LINE
a democratic government acts for the
society, there will exist a minority of
majority.
groupings and individuals who, although
The Unknown Revolution
The
same
attitudes
apply
to
a
child
not in agreement with the majority,
(Kronstadt 1921 : Ukraine 1918-21)
in school. The education system reflects
nevertheless have to abide by the deci
the values and standards of society and
sions of the government empowered by
We have had a great many enquiries
the majority vote, any protest they may authority in'the Democracy lies with the self-thinking individuals but has to be the child is expected to conform to the for this title since it went out of p rin t
tike to make, is on the whole ineffectual. State. An electoral change only implies geared to the producing of indoctrinated system within the school. A pupil hier We recently made the find of some of
If an individual wishes to make some the transfer of power from one body persons who will accept that the Demo archy is often established by the appoint the sheets which we have completed
form of protest, there exists established politic to another, the State Apparatus cratic way is the best form of society ment of .prefects, house or team captains, and bound (hardcover, rexine).
etc., combined with such methods as
channels open to him. This however, is remains to a varying degree intact, and and government. G. H. Bantock says:
This makes a very limited edition, and
not protesting, but merely conforming to it is with the State that the ultimate
‘Education can' only be understood team points or a star system for good with a view to helping our own finances
the prescribed order of things. This is decisions concerning the running of
when we know for what society and work or behaviour. Children who show
and making sure that people who have
the Democratic way, the minority living society remains.
for what social position the pupils are any signs of rebellion are considered
been asking for it get first chance, we
trouble
makers
and
are
effectively
under the rule of the majority decision.
We have seen that the Head of a State
being educated. Education docs not
arc offering it at the price of £2.00 pins
punished
in
one
way
or
another.
Thus,
John Stuart Mill, the Victorian Economist is decided by electoral majority vote.
mould men in the abstract but in and
postage (inland lOp, abroad 15p), ONLY
just
as
in
adult
society,
the
individual
and Philosopher, once wrote:
The State by reason of its very existence
for a given society.’
TO READERS OF ‘FREEDOM’ OR
"The majority is a majority of indi and the fact that the educational system
Ours is a competitive society. The has to appear to go along with society
viduals, and that for the majority to is State controlled, decides the policy majority accept thii situation and act if he is to have any sort of a peaceful DERING DIRECT FROM US, up to
suppress the opinions of the minority as regards the running of the educa out their desires for’self-improvement in existence, and if not, then he must be October 31,1971.
is to challenge the very foundations tional system of the country. A child is this atmosphere. Surely it is not irrelevant prepared to take the full brunt of
All profits from these sales will be
society’s
displeasure,
so
must
the
child
upon which majority rule itself is faced with two major environments, the that the whole system of schooling is
pnt into the Press Fund.
in
the
school.
Short
of
revolution,
edu
ultimately based.’
home and the school. At home, the child one in which success is rewarded and
This is the chief crack in the structure is subject to the values and pressures of failure punished. Not only this, but the cation is the only way that a society can
of Democracy, the individual can be and his family, who in turn are subject to success of one person is the failure of be changed from within. Adults, as much
often is. suppressed. The only remedy the values and pressures of society as a another—the failure'and humiliation of as children, have to be educated to (he
open to the minority groupings, is that whole. At school, the child is subject having failed in front of the whole class. idea of a new society for the old one to
at another election to hope for a change to the values and standards of the State Success at school becomes equated with be superseded. A society that considers
in the majority vote, so that another educational system, his teachers and successful examination results, a phil itself and its values to be responsible
government can replace the one with school peers, eventually he it) turn be osophy which carries over into most and just, is not likely of its own volition,
Continued from page 3
which they are not satisfied. Thus comes a parent and perpetuates the same homes just as success in society is equated to countenance a change in its structure but simply a coherent ideology related
another majority vote establishes another standards and values, which on the whole with reaching a position of high financial through the educational system. As Mill to strategy in action and to living?
ruling power, but there will again remain parallel those of society, to his children. reward in the hierarchy of one’s own said:
There may come a- time when decisions
In
the
long
run,
the
State
to
survive,
has
the minority. Can a Democracy be con
T h e majority, being satisfied with the have to be made swiftly which will
chosen field of work. An authoritarian
verted into a more Libertarian form of to rule a society that accepts the authority system must by necessity encourage a
ways of mankind as they now are (for radically change society as we know it.
it is they who make them what they Are we ready to commence the dialogue
society in which the individual rather of that State. The only way the State hierarchy and not only that, but an
are), cannot comprehend why those or are we still to behave like little
than a majority or a minority be catered can ensure that this will happen, is by hierarchy that it can trust Those who
perpetuating a society that is conditioned conform to the standards and values laid
ways should not be good enough for children bickering amongst ourselves?
for? Again John Smart Mill wrote:
everybody.’
*. . . that if (he State ensured that each to believe in the State and not in the down by the conditioning and indoctrin
The film ‘Cromwell’ is important for
individual within that State was happy, existence of the sovereign individual, co ation of their particular social groupings It is only the minority individuals within today’s movement despite its obvious
then that State would be automatically operating freely with other sovereign in society, and through the successful a society who will desire any great defects and its appalling music. It points
individuals. Martin Buber has said:
happy.’
attainment of qualifications eventually change in that society, and as it is not both a warning and presents itself as
•Freedom is a condition of education.’ reach a recognisable position within the in society’s interest to encourage the an overture to tomorrow’s reality. It
Behind the Democracy lies (he allpowerful. ever-pervasive shadow of the The school system therefore has to be structure of society; a position which individual in his aspirations, then the were a pity that the anarchists, like the
State; and by the State I mean the geared to producing a society which will could be threatened by any signs of individual must ultimately suffer through Levellers and Diggers, failed once more
Government, the Established Church. accept without question this premise, Libertarianistic individuals challenging the educational process in a Democratic to realise their aims, simply because of
• the Police Forces, the Armed Forres and and this plays a great part in the the social structure. The individual has system; which believes in the rule of the childish bickering and 1 refusal to face
the reality of hard facts.
the Educational System. Society, where machinery of conformity. Thus it be to be curbed either by seduction to the majority over the minority.
tire electorate stems from, lives within comes apparent that the educational accepted norm, and if this fails, then by
G eorge C airncross.
P eter N eville ;
the auspices of fee State. The ultimate system cannot be geared to producing repression. Anti-social behaviour cannot
•$
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CROMWELL

Plessey Occupation
A Letter to UCS
PPER -CLYDE SHIPBUILDERS'
plight has now been news for a
number of weeks, with wide coverage in
the national press.. It now looks as
though we can fairly safely wave another
itvolutionary situation goodbye, with our
usual thanks to the Communists.
! During the time of the UCS work-in,
,and before, there has been a far more
.militant industrial situation developing;
that of the Plessey workers at Alexandria.
A t the time of writing the factory is
occupied 24 hours a day and the workers
are in control of - the factory. Their
action is explained-by the deceit and
^disregard for people exhibited . by the
jPlessey Co. Thebackground to this
dispute is as follows.
The factory at Alexandria (20 miles
from Glasgow, at the lower end of Loch
.Lomond) is a strange red building which
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* The Unknown Revolution
(Kronstadt 1921: U kraine! 918*21)
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has been there since 1905, involved in
the building of cars in its early days,
ending up under the Admiralty as a
torpedo factory involved in the develop
ment and production of a new torpedo,
the Mk. 2A, The Government decided
in 1970 that they would no longer re
quire this torpedo and that the factory
would have to be closed. At this point
Plesscy stepped in and announced that
it had bought the factory from the
Government and would employ up to
2,000 people making electronic com
ponents, not torpedoes, as there was in
sufficient work to justify i t They paid
£650,000 for a factory full of machines
and material, both worth millions.
The new management took over the
factory from January 1 this year but by
May they had announced the first redun
dancies and shortly afterwards followed
this up with a statement that the factory
Was to close completely. 700 have been
paid off since then and on September 3
the last 200 were paid off. The factory
was then occupied.
It is not that there is no work in the
Plessey empire. At the same time as the
announcement of the closure it was stated

‘ We have had a great many enquiries
for this title since it went out of print.
'We recently made the find of some of
the sheets which we have completed
and bound (hardcover, rexine).
A few pages have damp-stained margins.
This makes a very limited edition, and
with a view to helping our own finances 1''
' and making sure that people who have
"been asking for it get"first chance, we
1 are offering it at the price of £2.00 plus
postage (inland lOp, abroad. 15p), ONLY \l
, TO READERS OF ‘FREEDOM’

•

they have enough food for three months.
It is good to meet these people. At
the last CCS demoostratton they over
took the Claimants and Unemployed
Workers Union where we were march
ing. taking over the whole street. It was
a privilege to join them bul unfortunately
two of their people were arrested during
a difference of opinion with the police.
Things are fairly quiet pot now; the
factory gate is shut to ail except the
workers and, unfortunately, the manage
ment. although they were forced to
out of ihcir can to ask permission to
enter the factory. The workers will fight
any attempt to remove tbe machinery or
end their occupation. Tbe Plessey mew
however differ from the UCS people in
that they are sitting in. not working, they
are not currying favour with the manage
ment and police, they are act being led
by politicians and finally they arc pleased
to see people and are encouraging help
on tbe picket line.
At any time however the management
and police may try to eject them force*
ably. The works convener has let it be
known that they will have to drag them
out and they will need people on picket
duty to prevent this. They need solidarity
with others in blacking machinery and
.preventing its removal, and finally, they
need money to publicise their campaign.
. Publicity is badly needed and their
stand is an example to other workers
faced with redundancy. Their struggle
is yonr struggle.

4

that a contract fat file Mk. 24 torpedo
bad been awarded to the Plessey Co.
and they had decided to make it at Ilford.
Other Plessey worker^ have asiured their
brothers in Alexandria that there is work
in other factories that could be sub
contracted. Finally 'Plessey are deter
mined to move tbe machinery, which is
some of the most modern in Britain and
could be used to produce almost any
thing, to their factory in Ilford. The men
are equally determined that no machines
shall leave the Argyll works.
Little or no publicity has been given
to this struggle and one has to search the
Glasgow papers to find mention of i t
Little mention was given of the demon*
stration in Alexandria and Dumbarton.
On the first 400 workers from the factory
sat down in the main street. In the
second demonstration, people on strike
at Burroughs factory joined forces and
finally Dumbarton District Council or
ganised a demonstration of 5,000 people
•Glasgow A narchists.
against the redundancies—a great turn
(All donations should be sent to The
out considering the population in the
area. The whole population is behind Treasurer. The Shop Stewards Committee,
them and local housewives and shop PJessey Works* Alexandria, Dumbarton
keepers have handed in food; they say shire;) • , , ,
\
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All profits from these sales -will be
••
P»*it into the Press Fund.
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rp H E ANtfUAL^bNFERENCE of'file
T1JC
aoafn been and gone.
ffnnft
TUC has once .again
Thousands of empty platitudes have been
mouthed about a great number of nontissues, meaningless resolutions that will
“not-changerthc'Iot- of a single working
man by one iota, have been passed, and
delegates having sung Auld Lung Sync
have returned to their, branch meetings
tp report to the one or two members
who bother to turn up to hear what
has already been so boringly detailed in
the press*
............
Ever since Engels made his famous
declaration that the trade unions are the
‘schools for communism’ it has been
obligatory for all self-professed ‘revolu
tionaries’ to hold membership in a trade
union. That trade unions have more
and more become integrated into the
apparatus of the state, until today they
are quite blatantly; .an .instrument the
ruling class uses to discipline the workers,
has done nothing to dampen the ardour
of the traditional ‘revolutionaries’.
It is argued that the revolutionary
must go where the workers arc, and
that the workers are ‘in’ the unions.
For the overwhelming majority of cardholding unionists their membership is
sheer force of habit. Tradition has it
that the union exists to defend the worker
against the .excesses of capitalism, and
Indeed this was their origin in the days
before the,First World War. .

. Continued from pagt \
.<md materially' la the field; of interior
operations it has been known for .agents
to be. the source, o f the troubles 'which
they are supposed to combat. For ex
ample agents who are infiltrating Je
hovah’s Witnesses have been known to
. incite Witnesses to biblical excesses in
' order ta . denounce: them—or.. fo have
something to denounce!
\ I t would be harsh to suggest winding
t .up the whole enterprise and making the
f whole o f the staff redundant since the
. product, is grossly over-rated—we are
inclined J o think this the only practical
. solution.'. We are inclined to think there
* might be something in the suggestion
i o f the well-known efficiency expert (now
dead and unknown), N .- S. Kruschev
—well-known for his work in the Ukraine
end Hungary, that a merger . could be
arranged and that ideas could be pooled.
This is a further extension o f the. 'doubles /u ff policy and saves duplication of
effort. . . .
»«■ Today,' nearly a century later,' every
'J V • . ” i . . ^ for Scrimp and Save,
f
.
Business Consultants. principle the trade union movement stood
for, class solidarity, internationalism, even
, J ack Spratt. ,
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socialism, is. bitterly attacked by every
official union organisation. • •
■ The workers know this from their
everyday • experiende, and increasingly
are forced to take matters into their
own hands, in -direct opposition to
- their Headers’;
sa^e workers,
: in spite of these cons(Jnt betrayals find
it impossible to break Vith their almost
mystical ‘faith* in the trade
trad union, and
' their deep irrational conviction that the
• union nevertheless still has something to
do with working-class struggles. The resili
ence of mythology is truly astounding!
To what extent the workers are really
‘in’ the unions is debatable. Actual
attendance at branch meetings probably
averages less than .01 %. This is hardly
surprising, official policy invariably being
-in support of the employers and their
state, while the only effective militant
action, 98% of all industrial disputes,
is unofficial or ‘wildcat’. The Worker
pays his dues each week with about‘the
same enthusiasm as he pays his graduated
pension, in terms of real benefit his
membership is as important as his ‘mem
bership’ of the National Health Service.
It’s a fair comparison, there are ‘benefits’,
but this has nothing to do with the
struggle for a classless society.
•

•

•

To return to the argument that mem
bership of a trade union is essential
for a revolutionary. The workers are
in the unions, so tbe revolutionaries
must follow.’ Why? Do union members
live in isolation from the rest of society?
Are they really unapproachable from

GOD SAVE US FROM THE CHRISTIANS I

4

•

*
verted in sheer desperation, just to make
OATURDAY'S FESTIVAL OF LIGHT costumes available.
*The organisers of the Festival of Light them shut up.- Arthur Blessing and his
in Trafalgar Square started with tbe
police moving in' and arresting many were obviously pleased with the turn-out. fellow American Jesus Freaks have every
'of those, who were to take part later in Their symbol of a flaming beacon, the thing that Billy Graham had, but this
a counter-demonstration in Hyde Park. outstretched arm and the finger pointing time it is all wrapped up and delivered
The police snatched banners proclaiming to the sky recalled others who sought in the terms of the ‘underground’, People discussed their.differences and
Tuck the Family’ and ‘All God’s Chil a solution to the ‘so-called moral pol
dren have Nipples’, while the 'nuns’ lution, while - their Christian message the Christians were really amazed when
"who rushed the platform at t|ie Festival from the very powerfuTpublic address we said that we believed in people rather
of Light’s meeting at Central Hall were system was a sickening one, which some than in something that we could not see
or tpuch. Our faith in ourselves and our
arrested and pushed into a police van. times amused and sometime* horrified.
Others from the Street Theatre and the
The Christians that one spoke to friends was something that they, could
Gay Lib groups, dressed as nuns, police seemed to be more concerned about ' not really grasp. Speakers on the plat
men and prostitutes, parodied the attitudes people believing in Jesus and God rather form described us as lost, but the whole
of those who think that ‘Moral Pollution than going along with the moral pol ‘circus' made us wonder if the boot was
needs a Solution’.
lution line. They were concerned about on the other foot • Something was gained from talking,
Ridicule is a good weapon to use the social and economic inequalities
against these Christians who are so con surrounding us, but like all Christians but knowing how intolerant Christians
cerned about everybody's morals and they wanted to ‘save* someone and we can be, one wonders if those leading this
moral pollution crusade really become
behaviour, but there was a sad lack of could not stomach this.
counter-demonstrators in Hyde Park. The
Mention should be made of the Jesus powerful, what horroxs their solution
few who did turn up were overwhelmed Freaks and their spokesman, Arthur Bless would bring.
God save us from the Christians!
by the thousands at Christians from all ing (no kidding). These people are
over the country and improvised as best really fervent They keep on a n d . on
they could with the limited materials and and I should think that people are con
A theist .
\J
*f
*
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- outside? - On (he contrary it is precisely
■from inside the union that the revolu
tionary is hamstrung, bound by the rules,
daring not to step beyond the constitution
for fear o f expulsion. Further, it is
_ one of the functions of the trade union
movement to prevent workers from vari
ous sections from coming together to
discuss their common problems and
• experiences.
Any possibility of entering tbe union
to ‘capture positions’ and change the body
from within by ‘building left-wing leader
ships’ is proved to be just so much
crap. - The more ‘successful’ the in
filtration, the more powerless the in
filtrator. The higher up the ladder-he
goes, the more he must prove its ‘reli
ability’ and ‘responsibility’, the more he
becomes the tool of the burcauc/acy.
' It is almost always ' the "Heft-wing’
..official who is .sent to get the wildcats
back to work. This is no'accident. It
is the ‘left-wing’ official who is most
threatened by,the genuine rank.and file
movement.
*
** ' ' '
It is no coincidence that trade unions
everywhere are firmly controlled by re
actionary bureaucrats who pursue antiworking-class policies. A Trade Union,
• as we know it, led by professional,
non-elected, nort-accountable officials can
never be ‘democratic’. Only workers
themselves can represent their own in
terests; and, whatever form of organiz
ation they choose with which to ‘do
this, be it workers’ council, soviet, call
it what you will, it must by definition
make the union official obsolete. Workers
managing their own affairs have no
• room for ‘leaders’ in industry or any
where else. No wonder that the knights
of the TUC, along with their brethren
fn the Communist and Labour Parties,
reserve their special venom for any
■■genuine rank and file ‘wildcat’ movement
• Nobody likes to be made redundant!'
It is only the ‘unofficial’' movements
■that should be of interest to revolution
aries. They are the only- tTuly ‘demo
cratic’ movements, in that the decisions
come from mass discussion and the
participation of those who are to im
plement those decisions. It is from
these rank and file committees, elected
on the Shop floor and directly answerable
to those who have elected them, that
the revolutionary movement will develop.
On the other hand, Robert Carr’s bill
has now crossed the t’s and dotted
the i’s and legislated the unions into the
state as firmly as those in Russia and
Spain. It is nothing to gel excited
about, it is merely the legal ratification
o f an actuality.
But the time has come for revolution
aries to say to workers openly:
Don’t support these reactionary bodies.
Don’t give them the moral support
your membership implies.
Don’t finance them with your weekly
subscriptions.
Bob Potter.
** 4* «.'*f
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These Weeks in kekml
O WE HAVE our concentration camp
in Ireland at Long Kesh. Gun turrets,
electric fences, alsatians, and all. Just
like Belsen. Any Nazis still alive? Come
to Belfast and joio the prison service!
It will be a real home from home for
you.
When John Hume and Ivan Cooper
went to visit their constituents in the
camp they were shouted at and stoned
by a Protestant mob when they were
talking to newsmea outside, and Ivan
Cooper could not even get back to his
car but had to walk to the police station
and get a policeman to fetch it. None
of the soldiers or police on guard out
side the camp made any attempt to stop
these people or arrest them for a breach
of the peace. Inside the camp, which
your Archbishop Ramsay dares to say
was a necessity, are, among others, a
boy of 16, a mentally ill young man who
has spent much of his life in mental
hospitals (he was taken because his
brother was out and, according to the
soldiers, ‘You’ll do instead') and an old
man of eightyish who took part in the
1916 Rising. The looney gunmen still
roam the streets and blow things up and
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shoot children. There is not one Pro
testant in the camp, although listening
to them speaking one cannot think but
that Craig, Taylor and Paisley are in
citing the use of guns and violence alt
the time.
There is a sad picture on all the
morning papers today of Paisley and
Bernadette Devlin sitting side by side
before some TV programme in England
they were to speak upon. Both faces are
studies in hate.
The Parliamentary debate so far is not
worth commenting upon. I could havo
written every word everyone said without
bothering to read or listen. The only
thing any politician in Ireland either
side of the border cares about is PER
SONAL POWER AND PRIVILEGE, or
so it seems to me. I have no hope of
the tripartite talks next week accom
plishing anything whatsoever. Blah,
Blah. Blah.
To me civil war is now inevitable.
All this rubbish about ‘normalcy’. There
has not been normalcy in Ireland since
the first Englishman landed, and won’t
till the last goes. I am not suggesting
they should be chucked out willy-nilly

like that and just let the Irish murder
each other, but unless these 300-year-old
planters become Irish they will have in
the long run to go. I f they become Irish
and we have a United Ireland they could
bring much good. Enoch Powell thinks
if one blew up the border and prevented
hoards of Eire citizens coming into the
six counties and back all would be solved.
This is fiction. Very few come or go
from the South. It is the embittered,
deprived six-county folk who breed and
shelter them since they have learned
Stormont will always play the Orange
card and yield ’not an inch’.
Meanwhile we have a new Dail or
party every day. If we have not got the
Dail of Ballymuc Beg* yet, we jolly
soon shall have! Redundancies and
poisoned lakes and riven are the little
extras dealt out to us daily. Politicians
are beastly people. They never care for
the individual, only power and more
power. We go on living somehow, and
still have our masses who do not care
as their own smug little lives are not as
yet affected.
^

-----------•Little pig sty.

News (tin Germany
HESE DAYS the most discussed
theme in West Germany is the ‘Ber
lin agreement', ratified by the delegates
from Great Britain, France, USA and
the Soviet Union. Some German obser
vers consider it to be a big leap towards
peace in middle Europe, others speak of
an abandonment of the so-called ‘western
position’. For me the only positive
result is, that in the future the citizens
of West Berlin will be allowed to visit
the eastern part of our country. All
other results only concern the interests
of the governments and are of no im
portance to the people. I have been
criticized by comrades of being too harsh
against our present ‘socialist’ government
but may I repeat my point of view—We
should learn from history that negotia
tions and agreements between govern
ments never resulted in an improvement
for the people but we should rather
prefer our rulers having discussions with
each other than sending us to the battle
field fighting against each other for their
own interest
In USA they have about 6% un
employed, in West Germany this rate is
below 1%. But where the individual
worker is concerned, when he loses his
job, when he doesn’t know how to keep
up the standard of living for his family,
it is no consolation for him to know
Oat he belongs to a tiny minority. The
*VoigtDnder factory' in Brunswick, manu
facturer of well-known cameras, are
forced to dose their gates. This means
dismissal of 1,700 worked, technicians
and derks. Without any doubt this has
been the mistake of the managers. Many
yean ago a very successful camera was
produced. But in the meantime the com
petition from East Germany and Japan
ben n y , too strong, and instead of trying
to produce a modern and cheaper camera
dung to the old-
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South-West
Anarchist
Conference
*pHIS WAS HELD recently near PJymouth and comrades from Exeter
and Plymouth had a useful weekend of
discussions. It was regretted that, pos
sibly due to the short notice or the
distances involved, other SW groups were
not represented.
We decided to work much more dosdy
with other sections of the resistance; to
set up a communications network; to
investigate co-operative buying and dis
tribution; utilising the community's
skills; the newsletter, which local groups
will be receiving; {Minting; legal aid; the
feasibility of buying our own transport;
these were some of the topics discussed.
The second newsletter will be pro
duced by ARK Terry Dickens, 43 Longbrook Street. Exeter. Please send any
items for publication and a STAMPED
ADDRESSED JE^YELOPE if you would
like a copy,.
o

H ebon Z apt .

fashioned and expensive type.
Now something happened which is in
credible for Germany. The workers re
fused, to go on the dole. (Most of them
especially the women can hardly find
employment in other industries.) They
decided to continue the work without
the managers by taking the management
into their own hands. The chairman of
the shop stewards declared: ‘It is im
possible for us to make as many mis
takes as the management has made.
Furthermore we have the same oppor
tunity as any employer to get the neces
sary experts from without’
This message should encourage the
workers all over Germany. The working
people of the Clydeside and in Bruns
wick have learned that they cannot trust
the government, the employers, the trade
unions and the parties. Their only
future is by taking things into their own
hands and making decisions for them
selves..
Together with some other friends, we
are alt working with Amnesty Inter
national, we are preparing joint actions
in co-operation with the organisation of
Persian students for the 2500th anniver
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sary of Persia, which will be celebrated
by the Shah and various presidents, dic
tators, and rulers from capitalist, as well
as from communists countries in October.
The executive board of the German sec
tion of Amnesty International has for
bidden this joint activity, i.e. leaflets,
press releases and demonstrations. But
the Amnesty groups in Hamburg have
refused this decision. Our executive
board has agreed' with our President,
Mr. Heinemann, that we shall stop all
public actions and that he will try to
‘act’ in favour of the prisoners in Persia
during his visit m. October. But we do
not believe that a'tcnversation between
Mr. Hememann afnd the Sbah-in-Shah
will have any^ positive result for the
prisoners. In oyr opinion it will be more
effective to inform the population about H elp F o ld and D espatch ‘Freedom*^
the living conditions of the people in
Thursdays from 2 p.m.
3
Persia and the tortures of prisoners by
the Persian secret service, the SAVAK.
4m
This would show our population the very
nature of the Sfiah’s regime. Even if they Help! Stoke Newington 6 Fund. Com
rades now on remand in Brixton and
will expel us from the Amnesty organis
Holloway need financial aid urgently
ation we shall continue to agitate on
for meals, fruit, papers, books
behalf of the oppressed people in Persia.
(which must be new) and cigarettes.
J.L.
Please send donations to the Stoke
Newington 6 Fund, c/o Compendium
Books, 240 Camden Higfa^ Street,
London, N.W.l, a.s.a.p.
** *
Gestetner 160 electric duplicator (hand
inking) £25 o ji .o. Contact Brenda
Mercer, 5 Nelson Road, London,
N.8 (tel. 340 6021).
would urge all comrades to organize 'And this may just be heaven* (poems
and collage) by jeff cloves. 32 pp.
against the real enemies—the capitalist
class who use the unemployed of England
Litho prints, card covers. 20p in
and Scotland as paid killers in uniform
cluding postage from 5 Manor Road,
to intimidate, maim and kill workers in
SL Albans, Herts.
Ulster. Their factories are near you— Birmingham. New ‘Peace Centre’ at
18 Moor Street. Ringway (near the
see Friendz 9 for address of rubber
Rotunda). Pacifist-anarchist books,
bullets manufacturers. ICI make the CS
press, crafts, info, people, love,
gas cartridges. Schmurley export tbe gas.
chatter, meetings.—Please come in
Army recruitment posts abound—‘Join
and see us. 12-7 p.m.
the army and kill a deaf mute’. Cabinet
Ministers have homes—as do the bosses. New Secretary for Glasgow Anarchists:
Jean Macleod, c/o Spalding, 50 CranThere are no lack of targets. Solidarity
worth Street, Glasgow, W.2.
should be more than meaningless phrases.
No state ever fell because someone Ecology Action East is an Anarchist
oriented ecology group in New York
chanted 2—4—6—8 in the street! Flower
City. Send $1 for their journal.
power stops no tanks here. You say
Rdots, c/o Ecology Action East, Box
'you can jail tbe revolutionary but not
344, Cooper Station, New York,
‘‘the revolution”.’
N.Y. 10003.
Prove it!
Accommodation offered to libertarian
C lying.
1
J ohn Belfast.
woman with experience in a Women’s
Crumlin Roqd Jail, Belfast
Liberation Group, to help start one
here. Also like her help with a
(Our comrade has now been released.
potential pre-school play-group, and
—Eds.) .
be active in local Claimants Union.
Unsupported mother with one child
would be best as she could then be
self-supporting without having to
Just off:the Press!
work. Two spare bedrooms avail
able. We are at present two families
Anarchist Classics Series
with one child each, living in two
connected terraced houses sharing
ABC OF A N A R C H I S M
automatic washer, fridge, drier, etc.
^-Alexander Berkman
We are looking for someone under
30 whose politics are neither Leninist
20p (2fp)
nor liberal. Write to: L. Paton,
102 Newcastle Street, Silverdate, nr.
Reprint of Freedom Press
Newcastle - u - Lyne, North Staffs.
Edition with a new Intro
Phone 0782-79-256, or contact me at
‘ Skegness Conference.
duction by Peter E. Newell,
Codin please gel lit touch With'
Biographical Notes and a Dave
. - ‘Freedom’ and ‘Anarchy’. . < .Historical Background
" ‘Anyone interested‘in forming, an Anar-;
chist group in Gateshead, Cb. Dlirham, please contact: B. Stokoe, 1

Letter from Internment
Comrades,
I hope I can succeed in smuggling this
letter out. To one incarcerated here as
an internee it is intolerable how little
concern has been shown about the situ
ation here by the English left Their
obsession with the largely irrelevant Oz
trial is ludicrous (obviously the absurd
verdicts will be thrown out on appeal
and if they have got a few freaks off
their arses well and good).
But here 260 men are held, in the UK,
without charge or trial. Over 370 were
kidnapped from their homes by armed
men—‘your soldiers’—beaten up, abused
and tortured—any stories you may have
heard are, I can assure you, not exagger
ated—the Vietnam helicopter torture,
electric shocks, cigarette butts stubbed
out on the neck (Eamonn Kerr, Sorella
Street, Belfast), Korean disorientation
methods—i.e. 5 days without food or
sleep, a tight bag over your head, and
constantly being moved about in heli
copters and lorries, while being beaten,
forced to urinate in your trousers day
after day, etc. (This happened to at least
7 men, including Pat Shivers, P. J.
McLean aod a Derry lad called Mont
gomery.)
And wbat do we have in response in
London? The usual token ’demo’ and
a few photos of John Lennon carrying
a copy of the turgid Red Mole. If he
can give £3,000 to the so-called ‘Belfast
4’ three months ago and £1,000 to UCS,
how much for the Prisoners’ Defence
Fund, comrade? 260 families are suffer
ing here—anyone who can raise bread
should send it to ‘People’s Democracy.
Prisoners’ Dependents’ Fupd‘, cJo Hiber
nian Bank Ltd.. Dundalk, Co. Louth,
Republic of Ireland.
•
.
Moreover, held as we ape
hostages
for the politicians' power, games, we
S.I

Five weeks after tbe introduction of
internment in the six counties, and 45
deaths, including babies and children as
well as soldiers and innocent civilians,
300 homes destroyed and 500 jobs gooe.
Faulkner still declares internment a
success and signs 219 orders. A new
concentration camp with gun turrets is
all but ready at Long Kesh, and presum
ably more people will suffer tbe dawn
raid Hitler, thou sbouhfst be Irving in
the six counties now.
Meanwhile Billie HuU and Craig
scream, ‘Use the lead bullet not the
rubber one’ aod ‘Bring back the BSpecials, that fine loyal group of men’
and boast that there are IOOjOOO men
ready and armed to ‘defend the oooetitution’.
The talks between Maudling and Co.
are doomed already, as are the tripar
tite talks between Lynch. Faulkner and
Heath, though Faulkner lost a bit there
when be tried to lay down conditions
and was snubbed. He will almost cer
tainly fall soon whatever Heath does to
shore him up. Then Paisley will be
Prime Minister and Hell would be a
quiet weekend compared with what Will
happen.
As it is, one dreads tbe coming week
end. The IRA are completely ruthless
and refer to the shooting of a baby of
under two as ‘a regrettable happening
in guerilla warfare*. They are (both lots
of them) men and women of no heart
or mind, but just drunk with the lust
for blood. They cannot pretend they
are ‘defending’ when they enter houses
and shoot a soldier in civvies, home on
leave from Germany, in front of his
womenfolk. Nor when they blow up the
Electricity Board offices and kill typists
and maim others. These deeds are the

deeds of maBmsem.
The only thing (hat IS succeeding is
the civil disobedience campaign Already
councils cannot sit as there is no ooc to
sit cm them, and tbe withholding of
rents and rates is proving very embar
rassing. though with typical Tory meannew tbe powcrvthat-be are threatening
to stop the payment of social benefits
aad unemployment to recoup themsdvea.
Who cares if a law children starve In
death?
There has baan (be first arrest undsr
die Forcible Entry Act A group sat in
in the office of the Mmiterr far Foreign
Adairs. Iveagh House, to denwnd that
something be done about tbe internment
of journalist Seamus O Taetbuil in
Crumlin gaol This wag a bad
error. To start with it was obvious that
S. O T. would be released for inter
national reasons. Sacootfiy. there w t»
be a ‘Break the Acf week from October
4 to October 9. Thirdly, the Act hen
been challenged in the Supreme Court,
and until it actually comas before the
Court these people caa be puaiehed
under i t Once the bearing starts ewe
can be challenged and brought before
tbe Courts but any punishment k hi
abeyance until after the ooedossan of
tbe hearing and the verdict
The Group Sine Fein always want
THEIR names ia tbe paper as the iasrigators of everything, especially one
youngish woman who frankly it A PEST,
and ruins so many things by her par*
sonal publicity stunts, into which she
drags tbe very young and inexperienced
I hive even heard it murmured by a vary
left-wing person it would be aO so Chi
good of every cause if she were locked up
for six months so that we could get oh
with the job!
H.

Ely Street, Gateshead.
Croydon Groire meets first Wednesday at
each month at 4 Warminster Road,
South Norwood (near Norwood
Junction), top flat Contact P«te
Roberts. 682 Mitcham Road, Croy
don. CR0 3AB (684 5723).
Dr. Martin Coles’ film ‘Growing Up’ wfll
be shown on Sunday, October ID
at 2.30 pm., Conway Hall, 25 Red
Lion Square, London, WCIR 4LR.
Tickets are free but priority will bo
given to young people. Apply at
above address. Scripts of tire film
and further details, Peter Cadogao,
General Secretary.
Eco-Actlon Group being formed in S.W.
London. Contact R. Alexander. Flat
7, 202 Worple Road, London. SW2D
8PN.
Would anyone knowing anything about
British anarchist movement 1MO1920 and its personalities, please con
tact Jeff Mandler, 7 Menelik Road,
London, N.W2.
Danish schools activists want informstion/communication from British acti
vists. Please write c/o ORA, 138
Peanymead, Harlow, Essex.
Full details of the evening classes of the
Workers Educational Association,
/ Central London Branch, are available
' from Sidney Billson, 33 Compton
Road, N.l. Subjects of particular
interest to readers of F reedom :—
‘European History, revolutionary
thoughts in the 19th and 20th cen
turies’, tutor: Miss Rowbotham,
BA; *USA and its people’, tutor:
Owen P. Steams, MA, PhD; ‘Socio
logy’, tutor: Mrs. Stewart, BA; and
‘Conservation’, tutor: R. S. Clarke.
BSc Classes begin in the week of
September 27 at 32 Tavistock Square,
W.C.1. Fee: £225 for 24 meetings.
Nurses, Social Workers and Medical Stu
dents in London area wishing to
form discussion and action group
write: Thomas Laydeu. 37 Grand
Avenue, Muswell Hill, London, N.10.
Three places open for proposed small
group to learn Spanish by direct
teaching method. Contact Freedom
Press.
New Address—Plymouth Group: John
Northey, 16 Adelaide Street, Stonehouse, Plymouth. (Greg is moving.)
Proposed Group — Edinburgh. Tony
Hughes, 55 South Clerk Street,
Edinburgh. 031-667 3534.
Proposed Group: Celia & Laurens Otter.
13 Albert Road, Wellington Telford.
Salop.
Bangla Desh—Operation Omega. Con
tributions needed in cash, help o r
kind. Wo need nurses, doctors,
mechanics, office workers, sponsors
(individuals or groups), medicines,
vaccine guns, high-protein foods, in
flatable boats, generators, outboard
motors, spare parts. Send details o f
help you can give, or goods you can
offer, or cash to Operation Omega,
3 Caledonian Road, London. N.l o *■
phone London 837 3860 or 485 110?
. -or Manchester 881 1788.
Proposed Group—Exeter Area. John and
Jill Driver, 21 Dukes Orchard, B.radn.. ninch, Exeter, EX5 4 * A ..
Anyone Interested ip forming a Cam
bridge Anarchist Group contact John
Jenkins, 75 York Street, Cambridge.

